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Abstract: In this present study, Tin doped In2O3 metal oxide was synthesized by green synthesis using
almond gum as a reducing agent. The prepared Nanocomposite (Ncs) was characterized by TG-DTA,
XRD, SEM, EDX, FTIR, and UV-Vis spectroscopy. From TG-DTA able to get some information
regarding calcination temperature. This was found out to be over 300 °C. The XRD study revealed that
the In2O3-SnO2nanocomposite with crystal size 13 nm to 16 nm. The SEM study revealed that the
morphology of prepared nanocomposite is Cubic phased sphere structure, and EDAX data show that
elements in the composite of In2O3-SnO2 are O 74.71%, In 23.45%, and Sn 1.84%. FT-IR spectra
confirm the formation of the In-O-In and Sn-O-Sn type of bonding. The UV-Vis spectra imply the
bandgap of generated In2O3- Sno2Ncs is 3.83ev.
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1. Introduction
When brought down to nano-size, the materials have a large surface-to-volume ratio,
which creates innovative properties. Among nanoparticles, metal oxide Ncs have consequential
attention due to their electrical, optical, magnetic, and catalytic properties [1]. Most studies
have relied on a wide range of metal-oxides Ncs applications as catalytic application [2],
electrochemical energy storage [3], and gas sensing [4]. Recently GO@TiO2Ncs examined
toxic insecticides in water [5], reduced graphene oxide shows solar cell device with
photoconversion efficiency [6]. Several methods are used for the synthesis of metal oxide Ncs,
such as polymerization [7], sol-gel [8-13], one-pot solvothermal [14], and physical vapor
deposition [15].
In response, researchers are now looking for an alternative “green synthesis” approach
by which they can produce low-toxic, low-cost synthesis and environmentally friendly. Tree
gums are essential natural, renewable sources for the green synthesis of nanoparticles suitable
for reducing and capping agents. Besides, I. Syed et al. analyze the prospect of using almond
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gum to synthesize hydro gel-silver Ncs by free radical polymerization method, which is costeffective and non-toxic [16]. Thus, in this investigation, we initiated our exploration using
almond gum as a Plant-Derived biopolymer to synthesize In2O3- SnO2Ncs. Almond gum is one
of the natural polymers exuded from the trunk of the almond tree (Purnisdulcis).
In2O3is an n-type nanostructured transparent semiconductor oxide and has been
interpreted as a direct bandgap of (3.5-3.7eV). It exhibits high electrical conductivity; high
sensitivity. It has been successfully employed in several modern electronic devices. Further to
stimulate the properties of In2O3, it is fine-tuned by a suitable dopant. As SnO2 is good sensing
material, good stability, and low cost; hence, the doping of SnO2 into In2O3 can be investigated
with interesting properties [17, 18]. Sn-doped indium oxide is the most eminent transparent
conducting oxide material with diverse applications such as solar cells, liquid crystal lenses,
and ammonia sensing [19-21]. However, In2O3-SnO2Ncs is an excellent biosensor because of
its low light absorption and fine electrical conductivity [22]. The present study studied the
green synthesis of In2O3-SnO2Ncs using an almond gum eco-friendly approach, which serves
as stabilization and bioreduction for synthesized Ncs.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Chemicals used.

In(acac)3 and Tin(IV) bis (acetylacetonate) dichloride were procured from Sigma
Aldrich, Almond gum was purchased from local market Hyderabad.
2.2. Green synthesis of In2O3- SnO2nanocomposite.

In2O3-SnO2nanocomposite was synthesized, making use of In(acac)3 (0.75gm), Tin(IV)
bis(acetylacetonate) dichloride (0.25gm), almond gum (0.125gm), and was ground to a fine
powder by using motor and pestle. The method of preparation has been given in Figure 1. The
precursors were characterized through thermogravimetric-differential thermal analysis (TGDTA) to determine the decomposition and temperature change. As the calcination temperature
was found to be above 350 °C, the precursors are calcined in a muffle furnace at 500 oC for 2
hours in the air. After calcination, the color of the mixture turnover to pale yellow color, a
confirmation for Indium tin oxide nanocomposite formation.

Figure 1. Flow chart for the synthesis of In2O3- SnO2Ncs.
https://nanobioletters.com/
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The obtained In2O3-SnO2 nanopowder was characterized by X-ray diffractometer
(XRD) with Cu Kα radiation, SEM, and composition recognized the morphology by EDAX,
the UV-Vis absorption spectrum is used to evaluate the bandgap of prepared Ncs. The Fouriertransform infrared (FT-IR) analysis was carried out on a spectrophotometer to identify the
surface structure of In2O3- SnO2 Ncs in the wavelength range of 4000-400 cm-1.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. TG-DTA analysis.

The thermal analysis and decomposition of synthesized In2O3- SnO2 Ncs were
calculated by thermogravimetric-differential analysis. Thermal analysis curves are shown in
Figure 2. The TG curve shows significant weight loss from 100 °C to 300 °C, and some extent,
300 °C to 600 °C and further no more weight loss are observed. The DTA curve shows the
decomposition behavior between 200 °C to 450 °C, and a main exothermic peak was observed
at 350 °C.

Figure 2. TG-DTA curves of thermal analysis of In2O3- Sno2NCs.

3.2. XRD analysis.

The XRD spectra of calcined In2O3- SnO2 nanopowder have been given in Figure 3. It
can be seen from the figure that the crystallinity of Nc and the peaks at (211), (222), (400),
(431), (440), (622), and (631) confirm the formation of cubic bixbyite structure (JCPDS 060416) and no other impurity peaks were detected.

Figure 3. XRD pattern of In2O3-SnO2 nanocomposite calcined in air for 2 hours at 500 ºC.

3.3. SEM analysis.
https://nanobioletters.com/
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The average crystal size of Ncs was determined by Scherer’s equation d =

kλ
βcosθ

, where

d is particle size, λ is X-ray wavelength, and k is constant (0.89), β is full width half maximum,
and crystal size was found to be 13nm to 16nm. The broadening of XRD peaks can be assigned
to the size of the nanoparticle. At the same time, strong and narrow peaks illustrate that the
NCs have good crystallinity.
The surface morphology of synthesized In2O3-Sno2 Ncs was investigated by SEM
analysis. Figure 4 shows SEM images of In2O3-SnO2 Ncs having uniform surface morphology
in a spherical shape with fine crystallites having a size in the range of 98.17-133 nm [23]. These
images show that synthesized Ncs were highly uniform distributed.

Figure 4. SEM pattern of In2O3-SnO2 Nanocomposite calcined in air for 2 hours at 500 ºC.
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Figure 5. EDX analysis of In2O3-SnO2 nanocomposite.
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3.4. EDX analysis.

The chemical composition of the prepared nanocomposite was studied using EDX
analysis, and the study revealed that the nanocomposite is nearly stoichiometric. The
composition of all the elements in In2O3-SnO2 Ncs is In(65.58%), O(29.11%), and Sn(5.32%)
based on atomic % analysis. Figure 5 illustrates peaks comparable to In, Sn, and O elements.
The nanocomposite is almost pure as no additional impurities were observed. The existence of
In, Sn, and O confirms the formation of In/SnNcs.
3.5. FTIR.
Figure 6 exhibits the absorption band at 3471 and 1682 cm-1 represents stretching peaks and
bending vibration of –OH, respectively. Moreover, peaks at 2359 and 1483 cm-1 are affiliated with CH
bending vibrations. The peak at 1132 cm-1 is attributed to the stretching vibration of C-OH bond,
correspondingly broad bands at 2999 cm-1 and 2359 cm-1can be related to O-H stretching and bending
vibration, considering water molecule absorbed at the surface.

Figure 6. FTIR spectrum of In2O3-SnO2 nanocomposite.

3.6. UV-Vis spectra.

The prepared sample's optical property and bandgap energy was observed using UV–
Vis spectra analysis. In the UV-Vis, a characteristic absorption peak of the In2O3-SnO2 sample
exhibits a strong peak at 310nm, which implies the formation of In2O3-SnO2Ncs calcined in air
at 500 °C. The spectra are as shown in Figure 7(a). The intensity of the sharp peak confirms
the absorption of In2O3-SnO2 due to the particle's surface Plasmon resonance. Figure 7(b)
represents the Tauc’s plot of In2O3-SnO2Ncs obtained from direct optical bandgap by plotting
αhʋ2 versus hʋ(photon energy) applying Tauc’srelation [24].
αhʋ = α0 (hʋ − Eg )1/2
where hʋ, α0 and Eg is photon energy, constant and optical band gap of Ncs, and bandgap
energy was obtained through extrapolating the linear portion, energy bandgap (Eg) calculated
for In2O3-SnO2Ncs is 3.83 eV.

https://nanobioletters.com/
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Figure 7. (a) UV-Visible spectra; (b) energy bandgap of In2O3-SnO2 nanocomposite.

5. Conclusions
This paper has noted the synthesis of In2O3-SnO2 Ncs by almond gum through the green
method. XRD data confirm that the In2O3-SnO2 are cubic bixbyite structures with particle size
13-16 nm, TG/DTA produce that the weight loss was 1%, affirming that the sample is high
purity. The morphology is showing the sample to be spherical by scanning electron microscopy
images. EDX displays the chemical composition of In2O3-SnO2 Ncs. Based on FTIR
characterization, spectra confirm the formation of In-O-In and Sn-O-Sn types of bonding. The
optical properties have been studied by ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) spectroscopy which
exhibits a strong peak at 310 nm, and the bandgap by UV-Vis Tauc’s method was found to be
3.83 eV.
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